
LANCASTER UNIVERSITY 2014 -  2021

ROYAL COLLEGE OF ART 2010 -  2012

UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE 2006 -  2010

SILVERSTRING MEDIA INC. 03 / 2015 -  Present

SELF-EMPLOYED 09 / 2010 -  Present

GAMESBRIEF 09 / 2012 -  03 / 2015

CHIBA CITY MUSEUM OF ART 04 / 2009 -  07 / 2009

CHIBA CITY FOLK MUSEUM 08 / 2008 -  07 / 2009

ZOYA STREET
504-1170 Harwood Street, Vancouver, BC V6E 1R8 (604) 649 0374 rupa.zero@gmail.com

EDUCATION

Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) , Sociology

Master of Arts (M.A.) , History of Design

BA Hons , Japanese Studies

EXPERIENCE

Editor-in-Chief, Critical Publishing

Running acclaimed journal Memory Insufficient and working with Silverstring partners to build harmonious

relationships between critical writing and design practice. Consulting for Silverstring Media on content marketing and

permission marketing strategies.

Freelance Translator

Freelance Japanese-English translator. Experience with patents, legal documents, marketing copy and video games

localisation.

Deputy Editor

Responsible for all written content on the site. As part of the content strategy team, working to transition Gamesbrief

from a reactive blog to a reference resource. Correspondent to the US, covering industry events and interviewing

developers.

Trainee

Translated historical documents from French and English into Japanese. Translated exhibition catalogue for 'The

Beauty of Thai Textiles' Assisted curatorial research for 'The Beauty of Thai Textiles' Provided Japanese-English

interpretation for visiting scholar from Rhode Island School of Design

Trainee

Gained a placement at a museum that has never previously offered any training to foreigners or year-long internships

Used contacts to extend placement location to Chiba City Museum of Art Translated documents for public education

into English Overcame challenges relating to the correct translation of terms with deep historical meaning in their

original language. Archived historical objects donated by local people Assisted in running community events in

"experiential history" to bring the public into the museum
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QUEERING COMMUNITY HISTORIES OF GAMES

VIDEO GAMES' DIGITAL TURN: PHANTASY STAR ONLINE AND ITS SEQUEL

DIGITAL BODIES 05 / 2015

DELAY: PAYING ATTENTION TO ENERGY MECHANICS 06 / 2014

DREAMCAST WORLDS 09 / 2013

MEMORY INSUFFICIENT 02 / 2013

MANGA GIRL SEEKS HERBIVORE BOY 02 / 2013

KUNIKO TAKIZAWA COLLECTION "WEAVING PRAYERS -BEAUTIFUL THAI TEXTILES-" 06 / 2009

PUBLICATIONS

University of Minnesota Press (forthcoming) ·  Authors: Zoya Street

Forthcoming chapter in book: Queer Game Studies: Gender, Sexuality, and a Queer Approach to Game Studies, edited

by Adrienne Shaw, Bonnie Ruberg and Ben Aslinger.

Bloomsbury (forthcoming) ·  Authors: Zoya Street ·  http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/1460-6925

Forthcoming paper in special issue of The Design Journal.

Silverstring Media ·  Authors: Zoya Street ·  http://zoy.itch.io/digital-bodies

In the essays brought together here I unpick some of the ways that materiality, skill and identity shape the labour and

leisure of games. The bodies I write about are sexy and revolting, moving constantly between pride and shame. The

digital materiality I work with is dazzlingly new and burdened with history, a thing of fantasy and a mirror held up to

realities that were felt before they were visualised.

Rupazero ·  Authors: Zoya Street ·  http://rupazero.com

If you’ve ever run out of lives in Candy Crush Saga or played a Zynga game, you’ve encountered an energy mechanic –

you run out of a resource, and have to stop playing while it regenerates or pay money to continue.

In this short collection of essays, Zoya Street explores energy mechanics. Each essay weaves in a new idea, and then

applies those ideas to key examples from social and mobile gaming.

Rupazero ·  Authors: Zoya Street ·  http://rupazero.com

Travelling through the maps and screens of three Dreamcast games, follow the network of players, developers and

events that contributed to the Dreamcast phenomenon. It’s a spatial history of videogames, focusing on a time when

3D, open-world virtual play spaces first became possible.

Rupazero ·  Authors: Zoya Street ·  http://rupazero.com

Founded ezine of games history, average 1700 monthly readers 2013-2015. Incorporated into Silverstring Association

for Critical Discourse in 2015.

Lit Verlag ·  Authors: Zoya Street ·  http://www.research.ames.cam.ac.uk/research-groups/japanese-korean-

studies-rg/Japanese-korean-studies-rg-projects/Steger3

Japan’s gender identities are in turmoil. Traditional roles for men and women are still presented as the ideal, but there

is an increasing range of gender choices for those uncomfortable with convention. The essays in this volume provide

fascinating insights into the diversity of gendered images, identities and life-styles in contemporary Japan – from

manga girls to herbivore boys, from absent fathers to transgender people.

Chiba City Museum of Art ·  Authors: Zoya Street

Translator, Japanese-English.

The late textile-dyeing artist Kuniko Takizawa began to diligently accumulate her voluminous collection of textiles

produced by various tribes after encountering a Tai-deang stole. With elaborate weaving and dyeing skills the Thai

people, who are now spread across Asia, create textiles of intricate beauty.
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